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The easy access for the north end is now blocked with concrete barriers and there is no parking there. We accessed it from the yellow gate just north of the big orange bridge and it took about 50 mins to get to the crag. Driving up to the end of paradise valley and using the that entrance would probably drop it to 30 or 40 mins. It is the sea to sky mountain bike trail so that is always an option. 

Very nice little crag for the day. Dry as a bone when a lot of stuff in Squamish was a little weepy. Lots of sun, the trees don't have leaves so even the belays were sunny. 

There is an alternate (shorter) access that we used during most of our time out there:
Park at the next pullout South of the one that was blocked off (first pullout on the left after passing by Conroy Creek FSR). Walk approximately 150m South along the edge of the highway until a faint trail heads down through the forest - follow for 2 mins until you reach the Sea To Sky Trail then follow STS Trail South for 20mins to the crag. Hopefully our shortcut trail is still visible... This access point cuts about 10mins off the approach.
You can also park at that same pullout to the South and then scramble straight down the boulders to an older version of the STS trail and follow it for 1 minute to the STS trail (a bit more difficult for kids which is why we made the shortcut trail).

A note on Access: We parked at the same pull-out that is used for climbing Star Chek, walked south along the highway and then onto the Sea-to-Sky trail (starts shortly past the top-out of Star Chek). The sign marking the entry into the Sea-to-Sky trail is obscured by brush--but it's pretty easy to spot nonetheless. About 15-20mins down the trail there is an obvious footpath heading east and the crag is quite easy to spot from the gravel trail. About 25 mins total from the car. 



